Preservation of natural value in the solar system, The

Abstract
Earth is, by one account, an accident, of great value in contrast with valueless astronomical worlds. The universe is, by another account, fine tuned with anthropic features that anticipate life and mind on Earth. Projective nature, a third model, interprets nature as an inventive system, driving the spontaneous appearance of diversity, order, and value. If so, we ought to preserve in solarplanetary nature: (1) places spontaneously worthy of proper names, (2) places of exotic extremes, (3) of historical interest, (4) of creative potential, (5) with aesthetic properties, and (6) of transformative value.
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to form solar systems that are not just based on hydrogen and helium, but include all of the elements in the periodic table. Many generations of dying stars have ejected. Some of the particles which formed during this very early stage have been preserved in meteorites. So let me introduce you to the most common types. In the hot gas, close to the star, millimeter-